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NONCONFORMING FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATIONS TOTHE UNILATERAL PROBLEM�1)Lie-heng Wang(State Key Laboratory of Sienti� and Engeneering Computing, ICMSEC,Chinese Aademy of Sienes, Beijing 100080, China)AbstratThe nononforming �nite element (two Crouzeix-Raviart linear elements andWilson element) approximations to the unilateral problem are onsidered. Theerror bounds for these elements are obtained in the appropriate assumptions ofregularity of solution of the problem.Key words: Unilateral problem, Nononforming �nite element1. IntrodutionThere have been numerous work in the analysis of �nite element methods for theunilateral problem (.f.[4℄ and the referenes therein). It should be mentioned that inF. Sarpini et. al.[6℄, I.Hlavaek et. al.[5℄ and F. Brezzi et. al.[1℄, the onforming linearelement approximation to the unilateral problem have been onsidered, and the variouserror bounds have been obtained in the di�erent assumption of regularity of solutionof the problem.In this paper, we onsider three nononforming �nite element (i.e. two Crouzrix-Raviart linear elements and Wilson element) approximations to the unilateral problem,and the error bounds for these elements are obtained in the appropriate assumptionsof regularity of solution of the problem.The unilateral problem is the following8><>: ��u = f in 
;u = 0 on �0;u � 0; �u=�� � 0; u�u=�� = 0; on �1; (1.1)where 
 is a onvex domain in R2 with pieewise smooth boundary �
, �
 = �0 [�1,�0 \�1 = ; and �u=�� is the outer normal derivative of u on �1. It is well known thatthe problem (1.1) is equivalent to the following variational inequality:( to �nd u 2 K; suh thata(u; v � u) � hf; v � ui 8v 2 K; (1.2)� Reeived February 14, 1996.1)The Projet was supported by National Natural Siene Fundation of China.



16 L.H. WANGwhere K = fv 2 H1(
)j v = 0 on �0; v � 0 on �1g; (1.3)a(u; v) = Z
ru � rvdx; hf; vi = Z
 f � vdx: (1.4)the solution of the problem (1.2) will be approximated by the �nite element methodwith a regular subdivision. For eah h > 0, let Th be a regular subdivision of 
. Forthe sake of simplisity, let 
 be a onvex polygon, then 
 = S�2Th � . Let Vh be a �niteelement spae of approximating the spae H1�0(
) = fv 2 H1(
)jv = 0 on �0g, withnorm k � k: kvkh = � X�2Th jvj21;��12 8 v 2 Vh; (1.5)and Kh be a onvex losed subset of Vh, as an approximation of K. Then the approxi-mate problem of the unilateral problem (1.2) is the following:( to �nd uh 2 Kh; suh thatah(uh; vh � uh) � hf; vh � uhi vh 2 Kh; (1.6)where ah(uh; vh) = X�2Th Z� ruhrvhdx: (1.7)We now show abstrat error estimateTheorem 1.1. Assume that u and uh are the solutions of the problems (1:2) and(1:6) respetively, thenku� uhk2h � C infvh2Khfku� vhk2h + ah(u; vh � uh)� hf; vh � uhig: (1.8)Proof. Using the triangle inequalityku� uhkh � ku� vhkh + kvh � uhkh; 8 vh 2 Kh:And noting that uh is the solution of the problem (1.6),kvh � uhk2h = ah(vh � uh; vh � uh)= ah(vh � u; vh � uh) + ah(u� uh; vh � uh)� kvh � ukh � kvh � uhkh + ah(u; vh � uh)� hf; vh � uhi:Summarizing the previous two inequalities, the theorem is proved.2. Crouzeix-Raviart Linear Element Approximation(I)For the Crouzeix-Raviart linear element approximation to the unilateral problem(1.2), the subdivision Th is a triangulation, � 2 Th triangle element,Vh =fvh 2 L2(
) : vhj� 2 P1(�); vh is ontinuous at the midpoints of edges of element


